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'Life Without Limits'
12 week breakthrough programme to get 

your life and business back on track
This programme helps you develop successfully in the way that you 
want.  We improve your self-confidence needed to grow your business, 
practice and sharpen your skills to make money, save time and focus 
attention on what really matters.

This programme is right for you if:

You have a vision for yourself or your business but lacking the 
CONFIDENCE and COURAGE to take it further.
You’re ready to take your finger off the pause button and feel the 
rush of regular, focused ACTION
You’ve made the leap into entrepreneurship (or are about to) and 
now need to lay a STRONG foundation 
You’ve got big ambitions and you need a plan that matches them 
and sets you on the RIGHT course
You’re self-aware enough to know that when you are accountable 
to someone, things GET DONE
Your current business model is feeling less than liberating, and 
you know a CHANGE is needed
You’ve lost sight of what makes you original, COMPELLING and 
VALUABLE and you’re exhausted with all the online ‘noise’, and 
scrambling to outshine your competitors



What will I get?
Increased confidence
Brainstorming sessions
Business strategy and implementation steps
Pricing strategy and future finance planning
Online and offline marketing activity support
Business essentials templates and letters
Strategic partnership advice
Ability to convey your business message eloquently
Business skills training: negotiation, pricing and sales
Advice, mentoring and coaching

How will I get it?
Scheduled in-person sessions (group)
Twice a month online support (one to one)
Group zoom call x3 
Constant accountability and check-ins
Vision blueprint

Anything else?
Extra 2 follow up sessions
12 month free access to business essentials online
Pitch Perfect session



The truth behind what I do
Personally, I'm fed up of all the shiny new programmes and videos 
that promise me this freedom lifestyle, that promise me that if I follow 
these 7 steps I can become a millionaire. I know that it takes much 
more than this. Like you, I don't like being lied to and know that  
become a huge success in your field or industry, takes times. It takes 
a bulletproof mindset. It requires you to have a clear and compelling 
message. You need a clear strategy and constant accountability.
 
If you are looking for a programme to make you a millionaire, then 
this isn't it, I'm afraid.
 
However if you are looking to up your game, get super confident in 
your business, sell more, make more money and be able to pay your 
bills, mortgage and have a pretty substantial lifestyle, then yes, you 
are in the right place.
 
Plus you have me as well as some access to my co-coaches. I'll be 
holding your hand each step of your new and exciting journey.
 

The cost of the 12 week programme is £2,000
 
A payment plan is available.
 
Payments can be made by credit card, bacs, online or cheque made 
payable to The People’s Partner Ltd. 
 
 

Your investment

Terms and conditions apply



Your results

no longer be frustrated, anxious and stressed
have greater confidence and absolute clarity
be more committed to make the necessary changes for your own 
growth
shift your circle of influence
have consistent energy and motivation 
win new friends that will help push you to the next level
embrace the journey as well as the results
experience new opportunities 
increase your income
be the 'purple' cow in the room (dominate NOT compete)

This programme is a 12 week journey where there will be wins and 
new challenges at every step of this walk.
 
Results will be seen at each stage -This is a proven method that has 
been delivered numerous times. You will probably uncover new ways 
of working and doing. I ask you therefore to be open minded, enjoy 
the journey, because you will grow and learn throughout the process 
and definitely understand who you REALLY are!

 I can guarantee that you WILL:

So back to my first question... ARE YOU READY?

If the answer is YES, well let's do it NOW!!
Email: michelle@thepeoplespartner.com


